The scope of services will include three parks – Lincoln Park, A.T. Smith Property, and Stites Nature Park – and a facility assessment/water space needs study for the Forest Grove Aquatic Center.
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I PARK FACILITIES SCHEMATIC DESIGN AND WATER SPACE NEEDS STUDY

LINCOLN PARK NORTH CONCEPT DESIGN | DISEÑO CONCEPTUAL

PRECEDENT IMAGES IMÁGENES DE REFERENCIA

EXISTING LAWN PRADO CENTRAL

CENTRAL LAWN PRADO CENTRAL

EXISTING PARKING ESTACIONAMIENTO

DOG PARK PARQUE CANINO

EXISTING SKATE PARK PARQUE DE PATINAJE EXISTENTE

EXISTING RESTROOMS BAÑOS PÚBLICOS EXISTENTES

SITE CONCEPT PLAN PLANTA DE CONJUNTO

KEY MAP MAPA DE LOCALIZACIÓN

PRECEDENT IMAGES IMÁGENES DE REFERENCIA

PICNIC SHELTER ÁREA CUBIERTA PARA PICNIC

SPORTS COURTS CANCHAS DEPORTIVAS

PLAYGROUND ÁREA DE JUEGO

SPRAY DECK + WATERPLAY FUENTE DE JUEGO

PICNIC SHELTER + FAMILY PLAY PICNIC FAMILIAR

SCULPTURAL MOUNDS MONTÍCULOS + ESCULTURAS

WETLAND + NATURE WALK HUMEDALES + SENDERO

PICNIC TABLES MESAS DE PICNIC

PARKING ESTACIONAMIENTO

EXISTING RESTROOMS BAÑOS PÚBLICOS EXISTENTES
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